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Climeon and Baseload Capital have entered into an agreement regarding both Climeon's ownership in Baseload 
Capital Holding AB, as well as its non-commissioned HeatPower 150 units. According to the agreement, the previous 
order for HeatPower 150 made by Baseload Power Taiwan has also been cancelled. The agreement, which is 
expected to come into full force during 2024, does not have any cash impact for Climeon beyond a possible future 
exercise of a call option that Climeon has issued regarding its remaining shares in Baseload Capital Holding. 
Climeon's intention is to divest its entire ownership in Baseload Capital over time.

The agreement includes the following:

Climeon will sell approximately 34 percent of its shares in Baseload Capital Holding AB to a buyer designated 
by Baseload Capital Holding AB. The transfer is made at Climeon’s book value of the shares as per December 
31st, 2023.

Climeon will acquire a number of non-commissioned HeatPower 150 units from Baseload Japan, ensuring 
the future availability of components and spare parts for the HeatPower 150 units already in operation.

The previous order of HeatPower 150 made by Baseload Power Taiwan has been cancelled. For Climeon, this 
means a write-down of the order book by approximately SEK -28 million.

The transactions above will have no cash impact for Climeon, while a write-down of financial assets of SEK -7.8m 
will affect the financial results as of December 31, 2023.

Climeon has, in addition to this, issued a call option regarding Climeon's remaining shares in Baseload Capital 
Holding AB to one of Baseload Capital Holding AB's other shareholders, to be exercised during a predefined period 
with an agreed value of approximately SEK 44m. This call option can thus lead to a positive liquidity addition in the 
future.
 

"This agreement allows Climeon to fully focus on the commercialization and deliveries of our latest 
product generation HeatPower 300 in parallel with servicing already commissioned HeatPower 150 units. 
Over time, our intention is to divest our entire ownership in Baseload Capital.”
Lena Sundquist, CEO Climeon
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More detailed financial information regarding the agreed transactions will be communicated in Climeon's quarterly 
report for the fourth quarter of 2023, released on February 6, 2024.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Lena Sundquist, CEO, Climeon
+46 708 345 228
Lena.sundquist@climeon.com

Carl Arnesson, CFO, Climeon
+46 700 80 75 00
carl.arnesson@climeon.com

About Climeon AB (publ)
Climeon is a Swedish product company operating within the energy technology sector. Climeon’s proprietary 
technology, the Climeon HeatPower system, uses an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) process to convert low-
temperature heat into clean, carbon free electricity. Providing access to dependable and cost-effective sustainable 
power, HeatPower enables industries to increase energy efficiency, decrease fuel consumption, and reduce 
emissions. As a non-weather-dependent source of green energy, HeatPower has the potential to diversify and 
safeguard the renewable energy mix and, therefore, accelerate the global transition to a net-zero future. Climeon’s B 
shares are listed on the Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market. FNCA Sweden AB is a Certified Adviser. Learn 
more at .climeon.com

This information is information that Climeon is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. 
The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the contact persons set out above, at 2024-02-
02 14:58 CET.
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